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This IBM® Redbooks® publication presents a general introduction to the latest (current) IBM tape and tape library technologies.
Featured tape technologies include the IBM LTO Ultrium and Enterprise 3592 tape drives, and their implementation in IBM tape
libraries. This 17th edition includes information about the latest TS4300 Ultrium tape library, TS1155 Enterprise tape drive, and the
IBM Linear Tape-Open (LTO) Ultrium 8 tape drive, along with technical information about each IBM tape product for open
systems. It includes generalized sections about Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) and Fibre Channel connections, and
multipath architecture configurations. This book also covers tools and techniques for library management. It is intended for anyone
who wants to understand more about IBM tape products and their implementation. It is suitable for IBM clients, IBM Business
Partners, IBM specialist sales representatives, and technical specialists. If you do not have a background in computer tape storage
products, you might need to read other sources of information. In the interest of being concise, topics that are generally
understood are not covered in detail.
This book is based on publications from the ISCA Tutorial and Research Workshop on Multi-Modal Dialogue in Mobile
Environments held at Kloster Irsee, Germany, in 2002. The workshop covered various aspects of devel- ment and evaluation of
spoken multimodal dialogue systems and components with particular emphasis on mobile environments, and discussed the state-the-art within this area. On the development side the major aspects addressed include speech recognition, dialogue management,
multimodal output gene- tion, system architectures, full applications, and user interface issues. On the evaluation side primarily
usability evaluation was addressed. A number of high quality papers from the workshop were selected to form the basis of this
book. The volume is divided into three major parts which group together the ov- all aspects covered by the workshop. The selected
papers have all been - tended, reviewed and improved after the workshop to form the backbone of the book. In addition, we have
supplemented each of the three parts by an invited contribution intended to serve as an overview chapter.
LibreOffice is a freely-available, full-featured office suite that runs on Windows, Linux, and macOS computers. This book is for
anyone who wants to get up to speed quickly with LibreOffice 6.0. It introduces Writer (word processing), Calc (spreadsheets),
Impress (presentations), Draw (vector drawings), Math (equation editor), and Base (database). This book was written by
volunteers from the LibreOffice community. Profits from the sale of this book will be used to benefit the community.
Get the most out of your Google Chromebook Are you the proud new owner of a Google Chromebook and a little—or a
lot—intimidated by the technology? You've come to the right place! Chromebook For Dummies walks you through setting up the
device, transitioning from traditional computers and working in the cloud, customizing Chromebook to suit your needs, navigating
the apps and their uses, and applying advanced settings and features. Fear not: with the step-by-step guidance and helpful
information inside, there's no reason to break a sweat. Chromebooks are affordable, fast, and sleek—and with Google driving the
initiative, they're impossible to ignore. So it's no wonder they're gaining popularity and enticing people from all walks of life to make
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the switch from a traditional PC or laptop. If you're one of those people and want to make the most of your experience, this book is
a practical user's guide to all things Chromebook. Covers all Chromebooks on the market Provides coverage of all Chromebook
features in an easy-to-follow manner Serves as the go-to reference for successfully using a Chromebook Includes step-by-step
coverage of everything you'll encounter with your Chromebook If you're a new or inexperienced user who wants to maximize the
performance of your Google Chromebook, you'll turn to this friendly guide time and again.
Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through doing exactly what you want with your Chromebook"--Back cover.
The Most Complete, Easy-to-Follow Guide to Ubuntu Linux The #1 Ubuntu server resource, fully updated for Ubuntu 10.4 (Lucid
Lynx)-the Long Term Support (LTS) release many companies will rely on for years! Updated JumpStarts help you set up Samba,
Apache, Mail, FTP, NIS, OpenSSH, DNS, and other complex servers in minutes Hundreds of up-to-date examples, plus
comprehensive indexes that deliver instant access to answers you can trust Mark Sobell's A Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux®,
Third Edition, is the most thorough and up-to-date reference to installing, configuring, and working with Ubuntu, and also offers
comprehensive coverage of servers--critical for anybody interested in unleashing the full power of Ubuntu. This edition has been
fully updated for Ubuntu 10.04 (Lucid Lynx), a milestone Long Term Support (LTS) release, which Canonical will support on
desktops until 2013 and on servers until 2015. Sobell walks you through every essential feature and technique, from installing
Ubuntu to working with GNOME, Samba, exim4, Apache, DNS, NIS, LDAP, g ufw, firestarter, iptables, even Perl scripting. His
exceptionally clear explanations demystify everything from networking to security. You'll find full chapters on running Ubuntu from
the command line and desktop (GUI), administrating systems, setting up networks and Internet servers, and much more. Fully
updated JumpStart sections help you get complex servers running--often in as little as five minutes. Sobell draws on his immense
Linux knowledge to explain both the "hows" and the "whys" of Ubuntu. He's taught hundreds of thousands of readers and never
forgets what it's like to be new to Linux. Whether you're a user, administrator, or programmer, you'll find everything you need
here--now, and for many years to come. The world's most practical Ubuntu Linux book is now even more useful! This book
delivers Hundreds of easy-to-use Ubuntu examples Important networking coverage, including DNS, NFS, and Cacti Coverage of
crucial Ubuntu topics such as sudo and the Upstart init daemon More detailed, usable coverage of Internet server configuration,
including Apache (Web) and exim4 (email) servers State-of-the-art security techniques, including up-to-date firewall setup
techniques using gufw and iptables, and a full chapter on OpenSSH A complete introduction to Perl scripting for automated
administration Deeper coverage of essential admin tasks-from managing users to CUPS printing, configuring LANs to building a
kernel Complete instructions on keeping Ubuntu systems up-to-date using aptitude, Synaptic, and the Software Sources window
And much more...including a 500+ term glossary Includes DVD! Get the full version of Lucid Lynx, the latest Ubuntu LTS release!
GNU Emacs is much more than a word processor; over the years it has expanded into and entire workflow environment.
Programmers are impressed by its integrated debugging and project management features. Emacs is also a multi-lingual word
processor, can handle all your email and Usenet news needs, display web pages, and even has a diary and a calendar for your
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appointments. When you tire of all the work you can accomplish with it, Emacs contains games to play.Features include:* Special
editing modes for 25 programming languages including Java, Perl, C, C++, Objective C, Fortran, Lisp, Scheme, and Pascal.*
Special scripting language modes for Bash, other common shells, and creating Makefiles for GNU/Linux, Unix, Windows/DOS and
VMS systems* Support for typing and displaying in 21 non-English languages, including Chinese, Czech, Hindi, Hebrew, Russian,
Vietnamese, and all Western European languages* Creates Postscript output from plain text files and has special editing modes
for LaTeX and TeX* Compile and debug from inside Emacs* Maintain extensive ChangeLogs* Extensive file merge and diff
functions* Directory navigation: flag, move, and delete files and sub-directories recursively* Run shell commands from inside
Emacs, or even use Emacs as a shell itself (Eshell)* Version control management for release and beta versions, with CVS and
RCS integration.* And much more!
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services.
Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
Whether you have a ton of equipment or just the basic gear this book offers an all you need to know to setting up, running and
getting great sound from a project studio. In three parts Harris walks you thought Acoustics, Equipment and Recording Technique.
From the basics of acoustic treatment to techniques to solve problems specific to your room, and from offering explanations and
information of equipment to how to record and create a great mix. In no time you'll be recording, producing great music in your
very own studio.
In the fall of 1930, David Packard left his hometown of Pueblo, Colorado, to enroll at Stanford University, where he befriended
another freshman, Bill Hewlett. After graduation, Hewlett and Packard decided to throw their lots in together. They tossed a coin to
decide whose name should go first on the notice of incorporation, then cast about in search of products to sell. Today, the one-car
garage in Palo Alto that housed their first workshop is a California historic landmark: the birthplace of Silicon Valley. And HewlettPackard has produced thousands of innovative products for millions of customers throughout the world. Their little company
employs 98,400 people and boasts constantly increasing sales that reached $25 billion in 1994. While there are many successful
companies, there is only one Hewlett-Packard, because from the very beginning, Hewlett and Packard had a way of doing things
that was contrary to the prevailing management strategies. In defining the objectives for their company, Packard and Hewlett
wanted more than profits, revenue growth and a constant stream of new, happy customers. Hewlett-Packard's success owes a
great deal to many factors, including openness to change, an unrelenting will to win, the virtue of sustained hard work and a
company-wide commitment to community involvement. As a result, HP now is universally acclaimed as the world's most admired
technology company; its wildly successful approach to business has been immortalized as The HP Way. In this book, David
Packard tells the simple yet extraordinary story of his life's work and of the truly exceptional company that he and Bill Hewlett
started in a garage 55 years ago.
With a generous dash of humor and fun, bestselling author Dan Gookin shows people how to select the right machine and tackle
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typical laptop challenges Laptop sales recently surpassed those of desktop machines-a trend that seems likely to continue A must
for laptop newbies as well as road warriors who need to get the most out of their machines Covers synchronizing with the desktop,
accessing the desktop remotely, coordinating e-mail pickup between two machines, wireless networking, managing power, and
securing a laptop
The Student Success Guide is a brand new print supplement automatically packaged with all versions of Discovering Computers
©2012. This guide will help students succeed by establishing goals for what students are expected to achieve in the course and
showing them how to best use the tools available in the textbook and in the Computer Concepts CourseMate. This guide
promotes: 1. Engagement: Connects content with students’ everyday life. 2. Retention: 3. Goal-driven approach helps students
focus their study. 4. Results: Learning guides to improve students’ performance. 4. Currency: Tools for students to learn about the
latest advances in technology. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Describes ways to incorporate domain modeling into software development.
A step-by-step guide to using Windows 98 explains how to navigate the Active Desktop, configure hardware, customize Windows,
and use the operating system with a network

Master IT hardware and software installation, configuration, repair, maintenance, and troubleshooting and fully prepare
for the CompTIA® A+ Core 1 (220-1001) and Core 2 (220-1002) exams. This is your all-in-one, real-world, full-color
guide to connecting, managing, and troubleshooting modern devices and systems in authentic IT scenarios. Its thorough
instruction built on the CompTIA A+ Core 1 (220-1001) and Core 2 (220-1002) exam objectives includes coverage of
Windows 10, Mac, Linux, Chrome OS, Android, iOS, cloud-based software, mobile and IoT devices, security, Active
Directory, scripting, and other modern techniques and best practices for IT management. Award-winning instructor Cheryl
Schmidt also addresses widely-used legacy technologies—making this the definitive resource for mastering the tools and
technologies you’ll encounter in real IT and business environments. Schmidt’s emphasis on both technical and soft
skills will help you rapidly become a well-qualified, professional, and customer-friendly technician. LEARN MORE
QUICKLY AND THOROUGHLY WITH THESE STUDY AND REVIEW TOOLS: Learning Objectives and chapter opening
lists of CompTIA A+ Certification Exam Objectives make sure you know exactly what you’ll be learning, and you cover all
you need to know Hundreds of photos, figures, and tables present information in a visually compelling full-color design
Practical Tech Tips provide real-world IT tech support knowledge Soft Skills best-practice advice and team-building
activities in every chapter cover key tools and skills for becoming a professional, customer-friendly technician Review
Questions—including true/false, multiple choice, matching, fill-in-the-blank, and open-ended questions—carefully assess
your knowledge of each learning objective Thought-provoking activities help students apply and reinforce chapter
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content, and allow instructors to “flip” the classroom if they choose Key Terms identify exam words and phrases
associated with each topic Detailed Glossary clearly defines every key term Dozens of Critical Thinking Activities take
you beyond the facts to deeper understanding Chapter Summaries recap key concepts for more efficient studying
Certification Exam Tips provide insight into the certification exam and preparation process
With contributions by leading scientists in the field, this book gives the first comprehensive overview of the results of the
seminal SmartKom project – one of the most advanced multimodal dialogue systems worldwide.
The IBM® TS4500 (TS4500) tape library is a next-generation tape solution that offers higher storage density and better
integrated management than previous solutions. This IBM Redbooks® publication gives you a close-up view of the new
IBM TS4500 tape library. In the TS4500, IBM delivers the density that today's and tomorrow's data growth requires. It has
the cost-effectiveness and the manageability to grow with business data needs, while you preserve investments in IBM
tape library products. Now, you can achieve a low cost per terabyte (TB) and a high TB density per square foot because
the TS4500 can store up to 11 petabytes (PB) of uncompressed data in a single frame library or scale up to 2 PB per
square foot to over 350 PB. The TS4500 offers the following benefits: High availability: Dual active accessors with
integrated service bays reduce inactive service space by 40%. The Elastic Capacity option can be used to eliminate
inactive service space. Flexibility to grow: The TS4500 library can grow from the right side and the left side of the first L
frame because models can be placed in any active position. Increased capacity: The TS4500 can grow from a single L
frame up to another 17 expansion frames with a capacity of over 23,000 cartridges. High-density (HD) generation 1
frames from the TS3500 library can be redeployed in a TS4500. Capacity on demand (CoD): CoD is supported through
entry-level, intermediate, and base-capacity configurations. Advanced Library Management System (ALMS): ALMS
supports dynamic storage management, which enables users to create and change logical libraries and configure any
drive for any logical library. Support for IBM TS1160 while also supporting TS1155, TS1150, and TS1140 tape drive: The
TS1160 gives organizations an easy way to deliver fast access to data, improve security, and provide long-term
retention, all at a lower cost than disk solutions. The TS1160 offers high-performance, flexible data storage with support
for data encryption. Also, this enhanced fifth-generation drive can help protect investments in tape automation by offering
compatibility with existing automation. The TS1160 Tape Drive Model 60E delivers a dual 10 Gb or 25 Gb Ethernet host
attachment interface that is optimized for cloud-based and hyperscale environments. The TS1160 Tape Drive Model 60F
delivers a native data rate of 400 MBps, the same load/ready, locate speeds, and access times as the TS1155, and
includes dual-port 16 Gb Fibre Channel support. Support of the IBM Linear Tape-Open (LTO) Ultrium 8 tape drive: The
LTO Ultrium 8 offering represents significant improvements in capacity, performance, and reliability over the previous
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generation, LTO Ultrium 7, while still protecting your investment in the previous technology. Support of LTO 8 Type M
cartridge (m8): The LTO Program introduced a new capability with LTO-8 drives. The ability of the LTO-8 drive to write 9
TB on a brand new LTO-7 cartridge instead of 6 TB as specified by the LTO-7 format. Such a cartridge is called an
LTO-7 initialized LTO-8 Type M cartridge. Integrated TS7700 back-end Fibre Channel (FC) switches are available. Up to
four library-managed encryption (LME) key paths per logical library are available. This book describes the TS4500
components, feature codes, specifications, supported tape drives, encryption, new integrated management console
(IMC), command-line interface (CLI), and REST over SCSI (RoS) to obtain status information about library components.
October 2020 - Added support for the 3592 model 60S tape drive that provides a dual-port 12 Gb SAS (Serial Attached
SCSI) interface for host attachment.
Netbooks are the hot new thing in PCs -- small, inexpensive laptops designed for web browsing, email, and working with
web-based programs. But chances are you don't know how to choose a netbook, let alone use one. Not to worry: with
this Missing Manual, you'll learn which netbook is right for you and how to set it up and use it for everything from
spreadsheets for work to hobbies like gaming and photo sharing. Netbooks: The Missing Manual provides easy-to-follow
instructions and lots of advice to help you: Learn the basics for using a Windows- or Linux-based netbook Connect
speakers, printers, keyboards, external hard drives, and other hardware Get online using a wireless network, a public
network, broadband cards, or dial-up Write email, browse the Web, transfer bookmarks, and add tools to your web
browser Use business tools like Google Docs and Office for Netbooks Collaborate with others online via instant
messaging Edit and share photos, play games, listen to music, and watch TV and movies online You'll also learn about
web-based backup and storage, staying secure online -- especially when using wireless networks -- and tips for
troubleshooting. Netbooks point to the future of computing, and Netbooks: The Missing Manual will show you how to get
there.
Illustrates the new features of Windows 10.
Neoliberal globalization is in deep crisis. This crisis is manifested on a global scale and embodies a number of
fundamental contradictions, a central one of which is the global rise of authoritarianism and fascism. This emergent form
of authoritarianism is a right-wing reaction to the problems generated by globalization supported and funded by some of
the largest and most powerful corporations in their assault against social movements on the left to prevent the
emergence of socialism against global capitalism. As the crisis of neoliberal global capitalism unfolds, and as we move to
the brink of another economic crisis and the threat of war, global capitalism is once again resorting to authoritarianism
and fascism to maintain its power. This book addresses this vital question in comparative-historical perspective and
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provides a series of case studies around the world that serve as a warning against the impending rise of fascism in the
21st century.
Do you currently own a Chromebook, or are considering purchasing one for yourself, or someone else? If so, this is the
Chromebook guide and user manual for you! This latest reference guide is written by bestselling author Shelby Johnson,
who currently owns two Chromebooks and has tested multiple tips, tricks and how-to's on them. Now she provides all of
the latest information in her newest book for those who own these new devices, or might be looking to buy one. Here's
what you'll find inside this helpful manual: - Screenshots and images illustrating various concepts. - Info about Skype and
iTunes for Chromebook (how to workaround). - How to edit photos on your device. - How to watch movies and
downloading videos on your device to watch offline. - How to print from your device. - Increasing storage capacity with
your device. - Using Bluetooth and USB devices with Chromebook. - Ways to use different internet connections. - 25
Great Chromebook Apps to install (online and offline). - 10 Great Games to Install on your device. - Some of the best
accessories to get. - Playing Minecraft on Chromebook. - How to fix Chrome OS in case of a major issue... And more
tips, tricks, how-to's and information to help you get more out of your Chromebook device! As a Chromebook owner,
Shelby Johnson has put together this guide in various formats to help current and new owners of the devices get the
most from them. Make sure to pick up this inexpensive manual today so you can begin using your Chromebook to its full
extent!
The quick way to learn Microsoft OneNote! This is learning made easy. Get productive fast with OneNote and jump in wherever
you need answers. Brisk lessons and colorful screenshots show you exactly what to do, step by step--and practice files help you
build your skills. Access local and online OneNote notebooks from any device Create notes that include handwriting, drawings,
screen clips, audio clips, video clips, and structured equations Revise, reorganize, flag, format, search, and share your notes
Customize OneNote for the way you like to work Get more done by integrating OneNote with Microsoft Word, Excel, and Outlook
Share notes by using email, Microsoft OneDrive, and SharePoint Look up just the tasks and lessons you need
LibreOffice is a freely-available, full-featured office suite that runs on Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X. This book is for beginners to
advanced users of Writer, the word processing component. It covers setting up Writer to suit the way you work; using styles and
templates; working with text, graphics, tables, and forms; formatting pages (page styles, columns, frames, sections, and tables);
printing and mail merge; creating tables of contents, indexes, and bibliographies; using master documents and fields; creating
PDFs; and more. This book was written by volunteers from the LibreOffice community. Profits from the sale of this book will be
used to benefit the community. Free PDFs of this book and its individual chapters are available from http: //www.libreoffice.org/gethelp/documentation
Get a head start deploying Windows 10--with tips and best practices from experts in the field. This guide shows you how to deploy
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Windows 10 in an automated way without impacting end users by leveraging System Center Configuration Manager, which is the
most used product to deploy Microsoft operating systems in the industry today.
Chromebook Manual for BeginnersChrome Book User Guide for New Users and Seniors Including Health Tips for Using Chrome
Book
Updated with improvements, updates, and new features included in Ubuntu MATE's 20.04 LTS (Long Term Support) release, I
have written the third edition of this book for computer users who just want the information they need to learn how to use Ubuntu
MATE and its applications. Reading this book can help you build your confidence and competence in using Ubuntu MATE. It is
written from the perspective that Ubuntu MATE is a typical modern Linux for the average computer user who needs to do things
like browsing the Internet, checking email, using a word processor, reading and storing document files, viewing and editing photos,
watching videos, listening to music, and subscribing to podcasts. Many of the applications available in Ubuntu MATE are also
available in other flavors of Ubuntu and in other distributions (versions) of Linux. The applications I mention in this book work in the
same way regardless of the operating system.While it's is great for users who have migrated from Windows or macOS, Ubuntu
MATE is also an excellent choice for any kind of computer user, from the casual home user to the professional software developer.
That's because of its modern, functionally thought-out design. Ubuntu MATE is capable enough for even the most experienced
computer user because, well, it's Linux! It has the power of every other Linux built-in. Simply put, it provides a practical alternative
to other software that can run on your computer. Whether you are new to Linux, upgrading from Windows or macOS to Linux, or
just thinking about moving to Linux, this book will provide you with practical, day-to-day advice on how you can use Ubuntu MATE
and its applications. This book is a guide for new users and a reference for all users of Linux.
Web services and Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) have become thriving areas of academic research, joint university/industry
research projects, and novel IT products on the market. SOC is the computing paradigm that uses Web services as building blocks
for the engineering of composite, distributed applications out of the reusable application logic encapsulated by Web services. Web
services could be considered the best-known and most standardized technology in use today for distributed computing over the
Internet. This book is the second installment of a two-book collection covering the state-of-the-art of both theoretical and practical
aspects of Web services and SOC research and deployments. Advanced Web Services specifically focuses on advanced topics of
Web services and SOC and covers topics including Web services transactions, security and trust, Web service management, realworld case studies, and novel perspectives and future directions. The editors present foundational topics in the first book of the
collection, Web Services Foundations (Springer, 2013). Together, both books comprise approximately 1400 pages and are the
result of an enormous community effort that involved more than 100 authors, comprising the world’s leading experts in this field.
Guide to the Wiring Regulations 17th Edition IEE Wiring Regulations (BS 7671: 2008) Darrell Locke IEng MIEE ACIBSE, Electrical
Contractors' Association, UK Essential for electrical installers and installation designers, the IEE Wiring Regulations (BS 7671)
have been completely restructured and updated for the first time in over a decade: this 17th Edition of the IEE Wiring Regulations
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(BS 7671: 2008) will come into effect in June 2008. Guide to the Wiring Regulations is an authoritative and accessible guide to the
17th Edition, illustrating the changes and providing real solutions to the problems that can often occur with practical interpretation.
Written and developed by the Electrical Contractors’ Association, Guide to the Wiring Regulations brings a wealth of experience to
the subject and offers clear explanations of the changes in the standard. Starting with full coverage of the legal requirements the
book then goes on to: provide extensive advice on circuit design, selection and erection, wiring systems, earthing and bonding;
explore the additional requirements of the Standard for protection against voltage disturbances and implementation of measures
against electromagnetic influences (EMC); elaborate on the alterations to the inspection and testing requirements; feature practical
information on the new special locations included in the 17th Edition, particularly exhibitions, shows and stands, floor and ceiling
heating systems, mobile or transportable units and photovoltaic power systems; highlight the changes made in the new edition to
existing special locations, including bathrooms, swimming pools, agricultural and horticultural premises and caravan/camping
parks. Guide to the Wiring Regulations is an outstanding resource for all users of the 17th Edition IEE Wiring Regulations (BS
7671: 2008) including electricians who want a better understanding of the theory behind the Standard, electrical technicians,
installation engineers, design engineers, and apprentices. Both trainees and practitioners will find this guide indispensable for
understanding the impact of the changes introduced in the 17th Edition (BS 7671: 2008). Additional supporting material is
available at www.wiley.com/go/eca_wiringregulations

Is your Chromebook proving difficult to navigate? Do you wish to learn mouth-watering tricks on your Chromebook? If
your answers to the above questions is YES then this Chromebook Manual for Beginners is truly yours. It contains easy
to follow step-by-step instructions, exclusive details and concise points that would help you become a pro user in record
time. In this manual, you will discover how to: Set up google account Set up and personalize your Chromebook Navigate
your Chromebook with touchpad gestures Health tips for same usage of your Chromebook Troubleshoot common
problems Transfer file from one device to another 20+ shortcut tips for your Chromebook Use Google Docs and many
more The advantage of this book over other Chromebook manuals in the market is that this book simplifies every
information for anyone to understand. Why not get this user guide for Chromebook today?!
"Microsoft's last Windows version, the April 2018 Update, is a glorious Santa sack full of new features and refinements.
What's still not included, though, is a single page of printed instructions. Fortunately, David Pogue is back to help you
make sense of it all--with humor, authority, and 500 illustrations."--Page 4 of cover.
Offers observations and solutions to fundamental Web design problems, as well as a new chapter about mobile Web
design.
The quick way to learn Windows 10 This is learning made easy. Get more done quickly with Windows 10. Jump in
wherever you need answers--brisk lessons and colorful screenshots show you exactly what to do, step by step. Discover
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fun and functional Windows 10 features! Work with the new, improved Start menu and Start screen Learn about different
sign-in methods Put the Cortana personal assistant to work for you Manage your online reading list and annotate articles
with the new browser, Microsoft Edge Help safeguard your computer, your information, and your privacy Manage
connections to networks, devices, and storage resources
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